ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field

Thoughts on the Publication of A Simple Explanation of the

Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra
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With clouds of proper Dharma, we enter the Bodhi Fruit of all Thus Come Ones.
With the treasury of profound secrets, we transcend the level of ordinary beings everywhere.

ͦͷι㝰ᚥ!͚!BY BHIKSHUNI HENG LUNG
ͦͷιܔᇂ!ࡺᛋ!TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY BHIKSHUNI JIN GWANG

πݎऄᓊဎᆖρฃጠπऄဎᆖρΔਢ۵ॲ
ඡٱڇڣ৫ᨋ㝃՞ࢬᝑΔՕଊ۵ඒ
ࠢΔ٥ڶ8࠴39ΖψݎऄωΔ༉ਢࢬᎅ
ऱඒऄპྤݎՂΔऄऄઃݎΔਢլ֨אױ
৸ΕլߢאױᤜऱՕऄΖψᓊဎᆖωΔᓊ
ဎਢक़խհ׆ΔנࣽۖլΔֺຍຝ
ᆖਢࢬڶᆖࠢխ່ߒຶΕᑥݙભऱԫຝ
ᆖΖ
ՂԳ࣍2:79ڣટΔڇԿᢋؑ۵ඒᝑ
ഘၲᝑπݎऄᓊဎᆖρΔᖵழԲڣΔ࣍
2:81ڣટأႽየᆖΖՂԳᝑᆖழΔԫٻ
شػऱ֮ࠐڗᝑᇞΔהڼڂᎅΚψࢬݺ
ᝑᇞऱᆖࠢΔຟጠόᤩύΖωࠡؾऱ
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The Buddha explained the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra (the
Lotus Sutra) in the latter years of his life at Vulture Peak in India. It is
one of the key Mahayana Buddhist texts and consists of seven rolls and
28 chapters. Wonderful Dharma is a subtle and supreme teaching that is
wonderful in every way. It is a great teaching that cannot be conceptualized
or verbalized. The lotus is the king among flowers, emerging out of mud
without being tainted. This metaphor elucidates that this sutra is one of
the most ultimate, pure and perfect sutras.
The Venerable Master lectured on the Lotus Sutra starting autumn of
1968 at the Buddhist Lecture Hall in San Francisco. He concluded the
lectures two years later, during autumn of 1970. The Venerable Master
always explained the sutras with very simple language; hence he admits,
“The sutras that I explain are all ‘simple explanations.’” The purpose of
which is no less than to teach so that the targeted audience understands
the meaning and applies it, establishing a solid foundation in cultivation.
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ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field
ྤॺਢᐖਜඒ֏Δࢨृᦫחਢᦰृຟ౨
ࣔػᆖᆠΔၞۖࠉඒ۩Δ৬مଥ۩ࡐ
ऱഗ៕ΖࢬאڍԳแᦫࢨਢาᦰՂԳऱ
ᤩழΔᄎ࿇֮ڗឈྥػΔ܀ਢ
ຟ౨࣫נ۵ऄऱ壄᧮ΔటኔۖࠥΙۖՂ
ԳشऱዌΔՈਢॺൄᣤയۖڶᐋڻ
ऱΔ᧩قԱՂԳদऱഏᖂਾΖ
ࠃኔՂΔᆣԳऱߢΔլਢՅ֛ऱ
वߠཕᐝࢬ౨ྒྷवऱΖᆣԳࢬਜऱߢඒΔ
Ոլਢೝྥ࿇سΔڂࢬڶࡳؘᒴΖࢬᘯψ
ऄլࡰದΔוቼֱسΙሐլဠ۩Δሖᒴঞ
ᚨωΔၴऱԫ֊Δຟਢڂᒴࡉګۖٽ༉
ऱΖ
πݎऄᓊဎᆖᤩρऱנठΔױಳ
ᄩ۟2::4ڣΖᅝழᙕଃၲࡨނᅝࢬڣᙕ
ऱπऄဎᆖᤩρՕীᒌΔԫԫ᠏ᙕ
ګDATΔ٦᠏ᙕࠩΙࠀ࿇֜זڣڂ
ՆΔᒌ༓ฃڶᄤჾΔࢬ࣍א2::4ڣ
ܑᓮՂԳ٦۩ᇖᝑΖհ৵Δխ֮נठຝ٦
ᖕ᠏ᙕנऱ2:4ׂΔԫڗլዥچല
ՂԳࢬᝑऱփ୲ᐊࠐנΙྥ৵ڇᐊ
נऱᒚՂΔࠐڃ༓ڻᓤᦫΔுኙଥ
إΔհ৵թڗؚᙁԵሽᆰΖᙁԵሽᆰ৵Δ
Ծ٦ᆖመڻڍऱᓤᦫீإΔᒔࡳፖՂԳᝑ
ᇞྤࢬנԵ৵Δթၲࡨၞ۩ॣႉΕԲႉऱ
ႉ֮ՠ܂Ζ
ՂԳسছམܑ᧷Δ٦৫ႃ壆ᆖ
ழΔ೭ףؘՂઝܒය֮ΔࠌࠡޓᘊݙᖞΖ
ࢬڇאԲႉழΔଏਕ٣ᔃᙊΔᖕࣔཛ
ᢎ墿ՕஃτऄဎᄎᆠઝυΔ堚ཛՕᆠ
ऄஃτऄဎᆖՕګઝυ᎖Δڼאᄄ಼ᏺ
ܔΔᜐ૪ᆖऄ౧Δࠌחᆠߠޓ։ࣔΔ
ࠀঁֱזԳઔߒᔹᦰΖࠡխټઌऱຝ
ٝΔՈԫԫە۵ᖂࠢ֗ײᐚࢬᐷᤩऱ
ုᇞΖ
ႉ֮ګݙ৵Δ༉ၞ۩ሽᆰඈठΔא
່֗৵ऱᛀீኙΖګݙ৵ऱඈठᚾΔൕ
3119ڣԮִၲࡨΔຬᥛലԼםऱ堚ᑌᒚΔ
אጻሁֱڤബ۟তࡉᇛנठषΖԾ
Ա૾ࠧٱ܅ଅᙠΔڇچִॣΔჸᖲ
ൕףஞՕᄵୂဎଆೖఎࠟၜΔঁא
༉२ᛀؚᑌᒚΖ
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Many who have listened to or perused the Venerable Master’s “simple
explanations” have found that every one outlines the essence of the
Buddhist teachings, true and deep. Even though the words are simple, but
the sentence structure is tight and layered, an indication of the Venerable
Master’s profound foundation in Chinese literature.
Actually, ordinary people may not necessarily be able to fathom the
words of sages. Sages’ words do not happen by chance, but they come
when the conditions are present. As it is said, “The Dharma does not rise
alone, but emerges due to circumstance; the Way is not practiced in vain,
things click when conditions are met.” Everything is realized once the set
of conditions comes together.
Publications of the Lotus Sutra go back to 1993. At that time, the
DRBA tape room converted large reels into DAT (Digital Audio Tape),
then to cassette tapes. The Chinese division of the Buddhist Text
Translation Society then transcribed word by word the content of the
Venerable Master’s 193 tapes. The paper copies of the transcriptions were
reviewed against the cassettes several times, corrected, then entered into
the computer. After numerous reviews and corrections, polishing work
for the first and second times began.
The Venerable Master had specifically instructed that when the various
sutra lectures are compiled, outlines must supplement them to make the
explanations more comprehensive. Therefore, while polishing the written
explanations the second time, we made some deletions and insertions
based primarily on Great Master Ou Yi’s Comprehensive Meaning of the
Dharma Flower Sutra from the Ming Dynasty and secondarily on Dharma
Master Da Yi’s Great Accomplishment of the Dharma Flower Sutra of the
Qing Dynasty. We hope that this type of structure further elucidates
the meaning and makes it convenient for people nowadays to study it.
We also consulted various Buddhist dictionaries and commentaries by
virtuous ones of old regarding terminology.
Once the polishing work was completed, we proceeded with layout
and finally, proofreading. The ten fair copies of the final layout were
electronically forwarded to Taiwan’s He Yu Press beginning in July 2008.
To reduce any possible risk, I traveled from Vancouver to Taiwan at the
beginning of September, staying two weeks to check the copies.
The fact that A Simple Explanation of the Wonderful Dharma Lotus
Flower Sutra can be published successfully is all due to the power of
the collective. I recall in the last 15 years, starting in 1993, more than
a dozen individuals helped to transcribe and review paper copies of the
transcripts, several dozen individuals did key-in work and reviewed the
Chinese, three people did design and computer graphics, while about ten
people did the final proofreading. It is only with the perseverance and
hard work of so many people that A Simple Explanation of the Wonderful
Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra appears before everyone with a new look and
a more comprehensive content at the end of 2008.
Even more exciting is the fact that the DRBA tape room will also
release the entire set of A Simple Explanation of the Wonderful Dharma

ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field
վֲπݎऄᓊဎᆖᤩρאႉנܓठΔױإ
ᘯਢψႃฒԳհԺωΖڃൕ2::4ڣၲࡨऱԼնڣᅝ
խΔᚥڦᒚڇ֗אᒚՂுኙृ༉ڶԼ༓ۯΔխ֮
ᙁԵࡉᓤᦫृՈڶᑇԼۯΔሽᆰඈठ֗ૠԳ٥ૠ
ԿۯΔ່ۖ৵ऱீኙԳՈڶԼۯΖإਢڶຍᏖڍԳ
ऱഒ֗ܘԺΔթࠌπݎऄᓊဎᆖᤩρڇא
2008ࢍڣΔאኛᄅऱଅᎎΕݙޓᖞऱփ୲Δܧ࣍壆
ۯवᢝ૿ছΖ
חޓԳᘋᕿऱਢΔᙕଃՈലٵழ࣍3119ࢍڣΔ
נठ٤ऱπݎऄᓊဎᆖᤩρMP3ΔჸՂؾছ່ੌ
۩ऱڍ᧯ႚᐾऱᆬޡΔထኔጠՂਢऄ᜔۵ᆖ
ࡡᄎऱԫႈᜲႚΖ

Lotus Flower Sutra in
MP3’s, catching up
with a most popular
multimedia format
nowadays. This is
indeed a torch passed
on for the DRBA
Buddhist Text Translation Society.
There are reasons
why sages teach. The
Lotus Sutra says, “All the Buddhas, the World Honored
Ones, appear in the world only because of the causes and
conditions of the great matter.” This great matter is nothing
ordinary; it is the matter of birth and death for everyone!
The Buddha lectured on the Lotus Sutra to lead sentient
beings to the way Buddhas view things. After all, “All beings
have the Buddha nature and can become Buddhas.”
The ancients said:
The myriad conducts cultivated are like flowers in space;
Sitting at banquets in monasteries is like the moon’s
reflection in water;
Tame the demon armies in the mirror,
And vastly do the Buddhas’ work while dreaming.

ᆣԳඒΔطڶؘીΖπऄဎᆖρՂᎅΚψ壆۵
༇ഄאԫՕࠃڂᒴਚΔנ࣍ΖωຍଡՕࠃ༉լ
ਢؓൄऱࠃΔ༉ਢࢬڶԳऱڽسՕࠃΜ۵Աחฒس
ၲقஔԵ۵հवߠΔթᎅπऄဎᆖρΔڂψԫ֊ฒ
سઃڶ۵ࢤΔઃ܂۵Ζω
ྥײᐚճΚ
ଥ۩़ဎᆄ۩Δ୯ִֽ݄ሐΙ
૾ٗᢴ㠪ᦅ૨ΔՕ܂ኄխ۵ࠃΖ
ԼֱԿԫ֊壆۵Δ۰հᒴലԱΔؘᝑຍຝπऄ
ဎᆖρΙۖመڍװᣪײ۵।قᖑᥨΔઠ။壆ঘቺܖΔ
ՈࠐؘแᦫຍຝπऄဎᆖρΖᆖ௧௯ᡤΔૉᓵԿ៲ԼԲ
ຝᆖੌຏհᐖՆΔॾ࡚հΔᅝءאᆖ່Ζ
ՂԳ༼ࠩΚψຍԫຝᆖΔਢᆖխ່ߒຶऱԫຝ
ᆖΜωࢬᘯψၲᐝऱᄛᣤΔګ۵ऱऄဎωΔუګ۵Δ
ԫࡳᖂπऄဎᆖρΖࢬאπऄဎᆖρױᎅਢԫຝ۞ࢤ
ᆖΔՈਢګ۵ऱᄭੈΖᣋڼᄅठπݎऄᓊဎᆖᤩρऱ
ംΔחฒس၌။Յ֛چΔᔊԵԫ֊ࠐڕऱဆ༼࣠Ζ
ۯćპ྄ĭӺڰቶයགᛕĮā˗आȇΉā̎ٹ
3119я23͠ΌیНΌă

All Buddhas throughout the ten directions and the
three periods of time speak about the contents of the Lotus
Sutra when their affinities to abide in the world are coming
to a close. The Buddha of antiquity, Many Jewels, will
definitely travel across lands and eons to come and listen to
this sutra as a show of his support. The sea of sutras is vast.
Among the Buddhist canon, this sutra is the foremost in its
reach through circulation and depth in terms of faith.
The Venerable Master had mentioned, “This sutra is
the most ultimate among the sutras!” So it’s said, “The
Shurangama uncovers wisdom while the Lotus brings about
Buddhahood.” We must study the Lotus Sutra if we want
to become Buddhas. The Lotus Sutra is a sutra about our
inherent nature and the spring to realizing Buddhahood.
May this new edition of A Simple Explanation of the
Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra lead living beings
to transcendence, going beyond the level of common men
and enter the fruition of all Thus Come Ones’ Bodhi.
Editor’s note: The ten-volume, hardcover set of A Simple
Explanation of the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra in
Chinese was just published in December 2008.
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